Defense Department Computer
Network Among Top Sharers of
Child Pornography
An investigation by the National Criminal Justice Training
Program concluded that the US Department of Defense (DOD) is
one of the top networks for peer-to-peer sharing of
pornographic images of children, and it ranked #19 out of the
2,819 networks that were examined. The problem is so pervasive
among DOD employees and contractors that legislation has been
written for increased investigation into these crimes. The
illegal activity leaves the government perpetrators open to
blackmail.

Defense Department computers are among the top distributors of
child pornography.
An untold number of Department of Defense (DOD) employees and
contractors have subscriptions to child pornography websites,
and the
problem is apparently so pervasive it requires new technical
solutions
to address it.

“Hundreds of DoD-affiliated individuals” were recently
identified as suspects in child pornography cases, according

to an investigation by the Defense Criminal Investigative
Service.

So
far, authorities have only looked into about 20 percent of
these cases.
But already, they’ve found “several” individuals “using their
government devices to download or share said pornographic
material.”

Last
year, an investigation by the National Criminal Justice
Training
Program found DOD computers were among the top networks
nationwide for
peer-to-peer sharing of pornographic images of minors. DOD’s
network ranked 19th out of 2,891 computer networks studied.

Read full article here…

Democrat
Congresswoman
Secretly Sent Staff to Mexico
to Coach Migrants on How to
Exploit
System
to
Avoid
Waiting in Mexico
Democrat Representative Veronica Escobar was reported to have
secretly sent staff to Mexico to coach as many as 6,000
asylum-seekers on how to exploit loopholes under the “remain
in Mexico” policy by telling the migrants to pretend that they
can’t speak Spanish or that they have health problems. Under
the “remain in Mexico” asylum policy, anyone returned must be
fluent in Spanish because they have to live in Mexico for up
to 5 years until their claim is decided. Critics claim that
Democrats, instead of representing Americans, prioritize
illegal aliens to gain their votes.

A Democratic congresswoman is sending staff to Mexico’s
northern
border town of Ciudad Juárez to find migrants returned from El
Paso,
Texas, under the “remain in Mexico” policy, then coaching them
to
pretend they cannot speak Spanish to exploit a loophole
letting them to
return to the U.S.

The National Border Patrol Council’s El Paso chapter and
several Customs and Border Protection personnel told the
Washington Examiner

aides to Rep. Veronica Escobar, who took over 2020 Democratic
presidential candidate Beto O’Rourke’s district, and the local
Catholic
diocese have interviewed thousands of migrants in Juarez over
the past
few weeks to find cases where Department of Homeland Security
officials
may have wrongly returned people.

“What we believe is happening is Veronica Escobar’s office
is going … to basically second-guess and obstruct work already
done by
the Border Patrol,” said one senior union official, who shared
evidence
with the Washington Examiner from concerned CBP managers and
rank-and-file members. Those documents have been held to
protect identities.

Under the bilateral Migration Protection Protocols, or
“Remain in Mexico” policy, anyone returned must be fluent in
Spanish
because they may have to reside in Mexico up to five years
until a U.S.
federal judge decides their asylum claim. A Democratic
politician’s
aides reescorting people back to the port are telling officers
the
Central American individual with them cannot speak Spanish
despite their
having communicated in it days earlier, CBP officials said.

“What we’re hearing from management is that they’re
attempting to return people, and the story was changed in
Mexico, where a

person who understood Spanish before now doesn’t understand —
where a
person who didn’t have any health issues before now has health
issues,”
the union representative said.

Escobar’s team has sought interviews with 6,000 people who
were returned last month, according to one CBP official. The
union
learned from an intelligence unit within CBP that those doing
the
interviews are wearing recording devices during the interviews
to tape
conversations and possibly listen back later.

“They went through and interviewed everybody, cherry-picked
them, brought them back, and now are using them as tag lines.
They’re
going over there and manufacturing a lot of these issues,”
said the
union official.

All three border officials worried the interviews might be
used to suggest the Border Patrol is wrongfully turning away a
large
number of asylum-seekers.

“We had finally found a happy medium ‘cause we always get
crapped on when it comes to immigration laws, and then they’re
finding
loopholes to bring them back,” the second official said.

Mark H. Metcalf, a former federal immigration judge during
the George W. Bush administration, said the involvement of
Escobar’s
office was likely “more of a stunt than a genuine threat to
the
integrity of the process.”

“She’s trying to obviously say these people have been
wrongly denied their claims and they’re waiting when they
shouldn’t be,”
said Metcalf.

However, he said a criminal case would exist if Escobar
were found to be complicit in an effort to perpetrate a fraud,
which
would have to include knowingly injecting false statements
during
interviews, follow-up conversations, and documents presented
to U.S.
officials.

A Department of Homeland Security official aware of the
situation said Democrats, nonprofit organizations, and 2020
hopefuls
“are furious that these migrants” are not permitted to “await
their
court dates in the U.S., where they have the opportunity to
disappear
and slip into the interior never to be seen again.”

“By opposing a system that assists migrants and speeds wait
times, these individuals are exposing a cause that looks more
like a

cover story for their political motivations. Any efforts to
subvert and
obstruct federal law enforcement operations should receive a
full
review,” the Homeland Security official said in a text.

Read full article here…

Sweden: Police Initiate “Hate
Speech” Probe of Politician
Who
Supports
Deporting
Migrants Who Commit Crime
Gustav Kasselstrand, the leader of the right-wing Alternative
For Sweden party, was reported by police for “hate speech”
after he gave a speech about deporting migrants who have
committed crimes in his country. Kasselstrand said that the
police, by reporting him, have engaged in political harassment
as he simply advocated for the deportation removal of migrants
who have committed crimes.

Swedish politician reported by police for “hate
speech” for wanting to deport criminal migrants.
Leader of the right-wing Alternative For Sweden party Gustav
Kasselstrand has been reported by the police for “hate
speech”. This
after he held a speech talking about deporting migrants who
have
committed crimes in Sweden.

Although the police have not given any details as to exactly
what it
was in the speech that was offensive, it is clear to party
leader Gustav
Kasselstrand that this is “political harassment”, pointing out
that it
is the police themselves who have reported him for “hate
speech” while
he was merely holding a political speech.

“We are going to investigate further whether what was said in
the speech was hate speech”, says Carina Skagerlind, press
spokesperson at the police to Expressen.

This happened in Almedalen, a place where every year all major
political parties and politicians gather for a week having
speeches, an
important event in the political calendar.

Read full article here…

Puerto Rico Imports 85% of
Its
Food
and
Owes
$123
Billion in Debt, Yet It Gives
Monsanto/ Bayer a 90% Tax
Exemption
Puerto Rico’s fertile land is a crop and pesticide poison test
site for Monsanto, which was recently sold to Bayer chemical
company. Many locals near the company’s seed sites complain of
illness. Monsanto/ Bayer has $2 billion in court judgements
against it for cancer and injury claims, with 13,000 more US
cases pending. Other GMO and chemical companies in the area
include Syngenta, BASF, Pioneer and RiceTec. Ricardo Rossello,
the Governor of Puerto Rico, blamed the island’s bad economy
on “colonial treatment” and said that tax breaks are the only
tool for economic development. He said that the transnational
companies account for 42% to 46% of the economy, although
Monsanto/ Bayer receives a 90% tax exemption and $3 million in
wage subsidies.

